Experimental results on the standard 26 test functions show that the proposed algorithm achieves a better performance compared with CLPSO.
INTRODUCTION
Many real world problems can be modeled as the history is added to the update of particle velocity [2] . Ismail [3] proposed SACLPSO to make some adaptive changes on related parameters in CLPSO. In order to improve low precision in CLPSO, Xiang Yu [4] put forward the ECLPSO which introduced the disturbance term in the velocity updating of particle to obtain a higher search capabilities. In ECLPSO, the learning probability of particle not only depended on the optimal fItness value of particle but also relied on the exploitation progress state of particle, which promotes the convergence. Hasanzadeh. M [5] introduced automatic learning machine into CLPSO.
There has been a number of improvements of CLPSO and thus the performance of CLPSO has also been improved accordingly, the CLPSO and its variants have better effect on solving some of the multi-peak problems (such as the complex asymmetric problem). As for uni-modal problems and other multi-peak problems, the effect is not satisfIed. The convergence speed becomes slow in the later stage of the algorithm and the precision of the solution is not good enough.
Thus, we put forward a new CLPSO based on Tabu search to enhance the local search ability. Inspired by the phenomenon of water waves, a Ripple Neighborhood (RP) structure based on the Gaussian distribution is proposed to guide the selection of candidate solutions, which improve the low convergence and the quality of the solution in CLPSO to some extent.
The remaining parts are organized as follows: Section II gives a specifIc statement about CLPSO and Tabu search.
Section III expounds the CLPSO+ Tabu algorithms in detail.
Section IV verifIes the performance of the algorithm on the benchmark functions, and compares the CLPSO+ Tabu algorithms with CLPSO algorithm. Section V makes the conclusion.
A. CLPSO
II. RELATED WORK
In order to utilize the useful information effectively during the process of historical search, J.J. the i -th particle, which represents the learning object of the i th particle in d -th dimension. This learning object is decided by learning probability Pc through the following strategies.
Each particle produces a random number in [0, 1] . If the random number is greater than the predetermined learning probability Pc for particle i, set the historical best position pbest as the learning object. Otherwise, select two individuals randomly from the population and pick out the best historical best position as the learning object according to the tournament selection strategy.
CLPSO has a good performance on dealing with multimodal problems, but the effect is not good enough on uni-modal problems.
B. Tabu search
Tabu search, which is effective for leaping out of the local optima, is a kind of modern heuristic algorithm proposed by Fred Glover of University of Colorado in 1986 [6] . Tabu search can avoid circuitous search by introducing a flexible storage structure and corresponding Tabu criteria, thereby guaranteeing the effective exploration to achieve global optimization.
The basic idea of classic Tabu algorithm [7] is preset a current solution (initial solution) and a neighborhood structure, Theoretically, the termination criterion is to achieve the traversal state space in the condition of Tabu length sufficiently enough. In the practical application, the criterion is often difficult to achieve. In this paper, the termination criterion is as follows: the maximum iteration, which is the number of total circulation after each run, is preset.
III. CLPSO WITH TABU OPERATOR

A. Ripple Neighborhood
Inspired by the ripple phenomena [9] , this paper puts forward a new neighborhood structure, which simulates the ripple phenomena based on the Gaussian distribution and it can adaptively control the distribution range, to maintain the diversity of neighborhood solutions and guarantee the quality.
Gaussian distribution is also known as Normal distribution.
The probability density function of normal distribution is called the bell curve because of its bell-shaped appearance.
The square of certain interval on transverse of normal curve reflects the probability of variables lying in this interval, in which mathematical expectation j1 decides the center position of normal curve, standard deviation (J decides the degree of steep or flat.
3-sigma principle: P (j1-rJ<X"S.j1+(J) =68.3%
3-sigma principle means that, in normal curve, the square between one standard deviation away from the expectation j1 is 68.3%, the square between two standard deviation away from the expectation j1 is 95.4%, the square between three standard deviation away from the expectation j1 is 99.7%. It means that 99.7% of values drawn from Gaussian distribution are within one standard deviation (J away from the expectation j1.
The proposed Tabu in this paper adopts 3-sigma principle of Gaussian distribution. The initial solutions are set to location parameter j1. It ensures that the candidate solutions will be selected from the area of three standard deviations away from the initial solutions and the shorter distance from the initial solutions, the greater probability that random variable will be selected. The size of (J means the range of candidate solutions. When (J is large, the corresponding range of candidate solutions is large, so it can improve the candidate solutions' diversity by increasing the (J value. When (J is small, the corresponding range of candidate solutions is small, and this can enhance candidate solutions' quality. To control the size of (J, this paper introduces the ripple phenomena into neighborhood structure to form the adaptive dynamic change strategy. The strategy changes (J adaptively along with the evolutional generation and thus to influence the range of candidate solutions.
We take a water-drop or stone as the initial solutions to 
B. CLPSO with Tabu based on ripple neighborhood
In order to further enhance local search capabilities of CLPSO and improve solution quality, we introduce the Tabu search to CLPSO. In this paper, we constitute the Strategy] by integrating the ripple Gaussian neighborhood structure into Tabu algorithm. To increase the new neighborhood structure's diversity, the Strategy2 disorganizes the change order of (J in
the Strategy] to increase the probability of obtaining more 
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The total flow of the proposed algorithm is presented in the size of the population: popsize, the max generation: max�en, cross probability: pc, mutate probability: pm Output: the best solution of current iteration
Step I: Initialization
Step 1.1 Initialize the position of every individual in population randomly
Step 1.2 Compute the fitness of initial individuals , then store the fitness of the best solution in gbestval and save the correspond best solution in gbest Step 1.3 Initialize the speed of every individual in population randomly
Step 2: Select the learning object by tournament selection Address to every dimension, select two individuals randomly from the population, according to the size of the fitness of the two individuals' pbests, the superior one is winner. If the value is same, select one randomly. Then use the superior one as learning object. If one individual's all learning object is its own pbest, select one dimension randomly to study the pbest of others.
Step 3: Update Update the individuals' position and speed according to the position and speed update function (2) and (3), choose the best solution from new individuals and update the pbest and pbestval.
Step 4: Loop Step 2 and Step 3, then stop CLPSO When the number of FEs reaches to the threshold 300000, stop the evolution of CLPSO and take the last best solution as initial solution.
Step 5: Use the Tabu algorithm to update individuals
Step 5.1 Select candidate solutions from the neighborhood of initial solution generated in Step 4
Step 5.2 Choose the best one from candidate solutions as the state of 'best so far' Step 5.3 Update the initial solution, Tabu list and the state of 'best so far', according to whether candidate solutions satisfy the aspiration criterion Step 5.4 Judge the Tabu attribute of candidate solutions, and update the initial solution and Tabu list.
Step 6: Stop the Tabu search If the state of 'best so far' isn't improved for 50 continuous generations, stop the search and output the last state of 'best so far'.
Step 7: Add I to iterations and return to the Step 1, when iterations reach to the max iterations, stop the evolution and output the best state of 'best so far'.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSTS
A. Benchmark Functions
To verify the performance completely, conducted on 26 benchmark functions characteristics [10] .
experiments are with different
There are two problems in traditional benchmark functions which are used to estimate optimization algorithm. One is that the global best solution is usually distributed over the center area of the search space. The other one is that the local best solutions are usually distributed in alignment and the variables are separable. To solve these two problems, shifting and rotating the functions to let the functions are closed to the real issues [10] .
In [10] , the functions' global best solution is shifted to different positions in each dimension. Based on the characteristics, the benchmark functions can be divided to three groups: (1) benchmark functions with separable variables; (2) benchmark functions with mis-scaled variables;
(3) benchmark functions with noisy landscapes. For the details, please refer to [10] .
B. Parameter Setting
Learning probability
The set of learning probability has effect on the learning ability of each particle. Experience [11] shows that the learning probability can be represented in (4).
(
Where L Pmax and L Pm i n correspond to the maximwn and minimwn of learn probability respectively. It is verified that L Pmax = O.S and L Pmi n = O.OS [4] . N represents the number of particles in population .
inertia weight
It shows that bigger inertial weight is more helpful to jump off local optimal points, and smaller inertia weight is better for the algorithm convergence and improving the search quality [4] . Inertia weight can be represented by (S). Usually, the value of inertia weight is between 0.1 and 0.9.
Where w max and w m i n are the maximum and minimwn value of inertia weight respectively. Usually, w max = 0.9 , w m i n = 0.4
Update refreshing gap
In order to ensure that the particles can learn from good objects as much as possible and do not waste time on poor objects, refreshing gap m is set for the selection process of learning object. After the fitness value of the particle remains unchanged for m generations, the learning object is redistributed. Otherwise, the learning object is unchanged.
Tabu list and Tabu length
Tabu length is that the maximum number of times which Tabu object are not allowed being selected without considering the aspiration criterion. Only when the term of object is 0, the object is lifted. Tabu length is a very important 283 parameter. Its size affects the search process and behavior of the whole algorithm. On the one hand, the amount of calculation and storage should be as small as possible, which requires Tabu length as small as possible. On the other hand, if
Tabu length is too short, it will cause the circular search. The
Tabu length is set to 8 in this paper.
Other factors in CLPSO
Acceleration coefficient is usually 1.S. The velocity range of particle is determined by the predetermined scope of the particle position. The maximum speed is 20% of the particle position range.
C. Experiment Results
In the experiment, all the algorithms set the dimension size On these functions, the performance of CLPSO+ Tabu algorithms is the same as the classic CLPSO. 
